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Please Send News. Where to begin? Well- 
 
Please Send News is the sideways story of Rick Fallimento, host of Acton News Tonight, on his 
quest to become America’s greatest living newsman- and bring good news back to television. 
 
Perhaps a bit of context first. I’ll back up. And I should probably start with the fact that I’m on a 
news detox, per my therapist. No news for four weeks. No kidding. 
 
In the past year, I’ve found out that a lot of my friends don’t even watch the news. How crazy is 
that? Don’t they like to stay informed-? Don’t we have to, these days?! In this weird, sneaky, 
and often perilous modern world, shouldn’t everyone be watching the news?  
 
I was taught the importance of journalism in third grade, prodded to ask “Who, What, Where, 
When, Why, and How?” at every turn. Surely, staying on top of world events should be our 
onus as human beings trying to navigate a complex society- but people are stepping away from 
watching the news more and more, every day.  
 
Maybe it’s because news today is everywhere. Maybe it’s because of the immediacy and 
intensity of it all. Maybe we’re all just tired of jumping from the fall of late stage capitalism right 
into the return of the giant Asian murder hornet. Did you forget about the murder hornets? You 
did, didn’t you-? There’s so much news today. So, for me, it took the pandemic- and my 
therapist- to remind me just what a slippery slope watching too much news can be. 
 
During the pandemic- especially that first year? My God. I couldn’t tear myself away! It was a- 
sad, scary, and often day-drunk void of time, but we were all in it together. There was a unity in 
that, those first few weeks. But in a rare and beautiful moment, where the world shut down 
and we were all forced to stop and take stock- WHY, instead of spending time with my dogs or 
taking the trips I’d always said I’d take- was I glued to the news like my life depended on it?!  
 
Because it did. Or, at least, it felt that way.  
 
So, then, what is the opposite of ‘the news’? To my mind: It’s sitcoms. The half-hour stakes, the 
episodic nature, how everything wraps up nicely for our sweet, triumphant fool. Find me 
anyone who hated Dick Van Dyke or Lucile Ball as much as the talking heads on the nightly 
news. Find me someone who puts Ted Koppel on the same pedestal as Ted Danson. 
 
As much as I’ve become addicted to the news, one thing that’s been a staple in my life since I 
was old enough to watch TV, is sitcoms. Can you think of two more opposite but still uniquely 
American formats? And I’ve always been a sucker for putting my chocolate in other people’s 
peanut butter, so I can’t help but wonder: What if there was a sitcom that paired that manic 
need in us to stay in front of the news with the humor and stakes of a classic American sitcom?  



 
Make him as hapless as most of us feel when we’re actually looking for good news in this world. 
Pit him against the idiocy, entitlement, bureaucracy, red tape, and the crumbling American 
Dream we’re all up against- and you’ve got the exact conflict that raging inside most of us as we 
cut out news today- for our health. We still have a desire to be informed- or at least, to not get 
conned; but we have no sure way of getting there anymore without losing our sanity en route.  
 
Enter Rick Fallimento. Call him Murphy-bed Brown, Your Guy Friday, Good Night and Bad Luck. 
He’s the sitcom cure to the modern news machine. 
 
You’ll be happy to hear that Please Send News is not actual news. And thank God. Parallel 
stories, to be sure, but there’s no real news, no pundits, and nothing other than our hero’s 
noble quest that sets us in the world of news journalism, minus excerpts from his pitiful public 
access show, Acton News Tonight.  
 
Please Send News is equal parts satire and farce; classic fare that, like many shows before it, 
cures the modern news day- and every cure contains just a drop of the virus, right? (One guess 
where most of us learned that one in 2020.) 
 
Please Send News is also not a show about the pandemic- and thank God. Just the idea screams 
“triggered bloggers.” Instead, it’s a show about what many Americans re-discovered because of 
the pandemic, that glowing ember in all of us; quietly begging us to get back in front of our lives 
and chase the things we love, especially after two years of being collectively stuck in place. 
 
I don’t know about you, but my time in the pandemic made me rethink a lot- about everything; 
from what I was doing with my life, to how I’d pay rent again or feed myself, to if I’d ever see 
my family, or whether or not I still wanted to make my own on a clearly dying Earth.  
 
And even though many people lost a lot in that stressful vacuum of time, many of us found 
something, too- a second act. Being obsessed with the news was Rick’s crutch before the 
pandemic, but being a newsman is his destiny. And looking for good news? That’s saved Rick 
Fallimento’s life. 
 
With a classic sitcom format punctuated by eccentric characters, two very different cityscapes, 
and Rick’s screwball mission to finally realize his dreams post-pandemic, Please Send News aims 
to counter the average cynical news viewer with cockeyed, second-chance optimism. 
 
RICK FALLIMENTO: AMERICAN NEWSMAN 
 
Rick’s quest is told in equal parts Los Angeles and dusty Acton, California (Home of the Super 
Bloom). LA has its smoke and mirrors and its siren song of fame and fortune, and Acton has its 
country charm and gender reveal forest fires.  
 
Fallimento means failure in Italian, by the way; a fact Rick didn’t learn until college. He abruptly 
tossed out his Rosetta Stone when he did and skipped his semester abroad- and to this day, he 



secretly worries that an entire country is on to him. Is he stupid? Not at all. Like many 
Americans, Rick is just frequently and vociferously dead-wrong.  
 
And his name is Rickard, incidentally, not Richard or Dick. It was a misprint on his birth 
certificate and his parents just sort of…left it. What more could you expect when your dad is 
Phoenix’s most beloved absent-minded meteorologist, or when you grow up with a green 
screen in your living room in lieu of movie nights, or therapy? 
 
Eight weeks into the pandemic, Rick found himself single, broke, and living in the garage he 
once just filmed in. His ex, Maria, was the sole name on the lease, and she slipped out one night 
with a one-way ticket to Miami, hours before the stay at home orders fell in place.  
 
His 80-year-old landlord, Darren, took pity on him and needed someone to talk to anyway, so 
he offered Rick the garage. Rick, had moved from Los Angeles after a decade of only making the 
KTLA submission gag reel, and he was finally hitting rock bottom; which gave him only up to go. 
 
Please Send News picks up just after Rick’s come-to-Jesus pandemic. He taught himself how to 
produce, edit, and shoot (Maria was his entire crew), he dabbled in gardening, spirituality, and 
making sourdough bread, and after a few miraculous remote interviews, he was suddenly born 
again.  
 
His Acton life is different than his LA life was, in a way only a city that catches the greasy runoff 
from Hollywood can be. It’s equal parts red and blue, but there are just as many characters on 
his show as in his orbit, and they irritate him as much as they remind him of the life he may be 
missing. Then again, I doubt Don Quixote paid much attention to the landscape whenever a 
windmill was nearby. 
 
Please Send News is the 30 Rock of Journalism. It’s My Name is Earl with an online degree. To 
put it another way- Please Send News brings you Good News, Weakly. 
 
Some other fun facts before we move from Rick to those pour souls stuck in his path: 
 

• He drives a 92’ Ford Fiesta. “It’s a collector’s item!” The passenger window is 
permanently stuck half-open, but it’s enough for Rick to take his Discman, everywhere.   

• He once got his teacher arrested in fifth grade for reporting on Twinkies as a viable 
foodstuff, after she left one out for a year-long look at nutrition. (Apparently, teaching 
nutrition is fine for a teacher, but chronicling a teacher leaving a Twinkie out for a whole 
year amounts to citing an egregious health code violation in a school zone.) 

• The first week of the pandemic, Rick spent his entire EBT on Kirkland whiskey and 
Twinkies. 

• Rick frequently has to walk the last of the road home because he buys gas by the mile.  
• He tried meditation once, but it felt irresponsible.  
• The only time he’s not wearing a suit is when he’s dressing for bed; a twin-sized air 

mattress with cup holders- a nice feature, if you ignore that it’s really a pool float. 



• He has a Jack Russell named Walter (Cronkite). 
• He comes off jaded, but is secretly a do-gooder optimist. Rick wishes he didn’t care, 

when really, he cares a lot. He believes in others because why wouldn’t they tell the 
truth, and often ends up in disastrous scenarios because of it. He really does believe 
that the good in others always ultimately prevails…even though it often doesn’t.  

• He cooks his eggs in the driveway with the heat of the desert sun, sunny side up without 
gravel- because his power is constantly shut off. 

• The million-mile stare fixed across his brow comes from the American Dream he has to 
believe in, in order to keep going- even if that America very likely no longer exists. 

 
But this is a half-hour, single cam comedy about looking for that America on the other side of 
the pandemic, while figuring out just who and what we are now. Rick Fallimento is the 
newsman America needs, but not one anyone seems to want. And his quest to find good news 
puts him at odds with characters both close to home and his dream. Take, for example: 
 
Dale- Rick’s Best Friend (Just don’t tell Dale, or Rick) 
 
It was on one of Rick’s many long walks from his stalled car to his garage that he first ran afoul 
of Dale. Dale is the purveyor of Acton Hardware and Grain; through birthright, not through skill. 
His daddy owned it, his granddaddy before him, and Dale is next to set to sit atop the majestic, 
swiveling throne.  
 

• Dale loves candy, the dark web, and Big Mouth Bass Fishing- on Oculus.  
• He’s never seen the world and doesn’t want to- Acton’s where he keeps all his stuff.  
• He once made a vision board but it ended up looking exactly like his conspiracy wall.  
• Dale and Rick would never call themselves friends, yet they spend a lot of time together. 
• Dale also owns the only tow truck in town, a side hustle with Rick as its MVP.  
• His favorite color is either plaid or Hillary’s E Mails.  
• Diabetes would happily take his feet, if he’d ever just bother to use them. 

 
And as annoying as Rick is to Dale, Rick has a sycophant of his own: 
 
Darren Silk- Rick’s Landlord (and Son of the Black Dahlia Killer) 
 
Rick’s not sure about that last part, but he definitely has his hunches, and Darren has a 
particular fondness for dahlias and Golden Age Noir. Rick knows this, because Darren never 
stops talking. About anything. The good old days, how many oranges they used to haul to the 
Grove in the fifties, why stucco is making a comeback. Darren is a widower, and Rick and Maria 
were kind when they first moved in. With Maria gone, Rick is now Darren’s only friendly ear. 
 

• Darren couldn’t honor Rick’s lease, so he signed him an infinite contract for the garage.  
• It’s given Darren a chance to renovate the duplex they once split, and he’s delighted by 

his new tenant Cassidy (who reminds him of his granddaughter.) 



• Darren is friendly and kind like Jack Lemmon, but Rick hears him more like Ben Stein. 
Darren’s just happy to have someone to chat with and never notices Rick’s moods. 

 
Cassidy Primero is similarly always around, but eager to move in to Rick’s old place. It’s her first 
apartment, and she’s there practically every day, measuring, day dreaming, and stopping to 
smell the roses. Her bubbly, precocious cameos are seldom more than that, but they ground 
Rick in his more cantankerous moments, reminding him that the future he seeks might be 
robbing him of a surprisingly pleasant present. 
 
Amethyst- Rick’s Shaman Next Door 
 
Amethyst is Rick’s next-door neighbor, and she’s not just spiritually gifted; she has a whole 
spiritual giftshop. She and Rick had a property line meet-cute during the pandemic when the 
garden of vines Rick began (and then abandoned) grew straight into her foundation.  
 
She’s given Rick a chakra cleansing and meditation that seemed to somehow Freaky Friday all 
his problems onto her. Now, as she apologizes every morning to the line of red ants she 
constantly steps on in her living room, she knows it’s because she lives next door to America’s 
worst newsman (and likely second-worst gardener). 
 
And speaking of terrible gardeners:  
 
Peter and Jean Fallimento- Rick’s Parents (Pending New Evidence) 
 
Peter, as mentioned earlier, was a beloved Phoenix weatherman for most of his career. He 
wasn’t much for parenting, but when Rick awaited the principal as his fifth-grade teacher was 
carted away, he reminded Rick that: “A journalist in pursuit of the truth must never be held 
liable for the fallout of honest reporting,” adding: “Then again, we all blame the weatherman 
for the rain.” 
 

• In their retirement, Peter and Jean moved to the Madison Meadows Senior Living 
Community, where Jean continued her lifelong passion of cultivating low-water gardens 
and liberally drinking cooking sherry.  

• Peter took over the Community News Bulletin, and, deputizing the senior power-walking 
class as his field reporters, transformed it into the Monthly Meadows, another jewel in 
the Fallimento Family media crown. 

• Rick’s relationship with his parents is “strictly professional”, though they’d love to see 
him home more often. 

 
Audrey and April Aubrey- Rick’s Day-to-Day Tormentors 
 
Audrey Aubrey, of Morning Mimosas with April and Audrey was poised with her sister to finally 
make the jump to local evening programming. They had a following, they were fun, they 



provided gossip and budget innovations for the stay at home mom. And their new show Ladies 
Night would do all that, but, at night! Then Rick moved into town. 
 
He immediately purchased every spare second of community airtime, filling the hours his show 
wasn’t on with garage sale found-footage of little league games and Magic Bullet infomercials. 
When Audrey went on Acton News to offer Rick a truce, it went exactly as you think. 
 
Audrey and April hate Rick. At every turn they paint his garage pink, glitter bomb his mail, and 
Rick is quick to roll up his sleeves and retaliate, usually recruiting Dale on the way. 
 
But in Rick’s LA life, one name rises above the rest (or two, depending on how you look at it): 
 
Xander Christian- Rick’s Mentor and CEO of the Home and Holiday Network 
 
When Rick was still young and plucky, he did manage a few stabs at reading the news in LA- 
though you’d think an empty resume would have stopped him. It was around then that he sent 
a demo tape to Xander Christian, then acting as Banter Consultant for the KTLA morning shows.  
 
The demo was a single, six-hour-long take, in which Rick interviewed a lost Spectrum employee, 
made a sandwich, and then sewed a button back on his suit, all while reading the day’s news. 
 

• Xander really likes Rick; really, he’s fascinated by him. 
• He’s a grounding force for Rick, and one of the most levelheaded men in Rick’s world. 
• He does believe Rick can make something of himself; he’s just too high up to help. 
• He’s always got time for a commissary coffee or to hear Rick’s latest woes. 
• He’s certain with another year of coaching, he could land Rick an Inside Edition, or 

failing that, an Extra. 
 
Oh, and one more thing- 
 

• Xander has a clone. Most celebrities do. He keeps it quiet, but the clone hates Rick. 
• The science isn’t there yet, so fortunately for Rick, Xander 2 is like the fourth Michael 

Keaton in Multiplicity; stupid to deal with, but still useful when Xander skips a meeting. 
 
Acton News Tonight also opens Rick’s world up to a number of recurring guests that add further 
complications to his daily life. Some are also locals that Rick runs into, but others drop into the 
interview chair as pundits or purveyors of the episode’s theme. 
 
Elena de Huevos- Rick’s Bar Fly Confessional 
 

• Elena de Huevos is wildly out of place in Acton, but she wouldn’t have it any other way.  
• She is a resplendent drag queen, and was once the toast of West Hollywood.  
• She and Rick met in the throes of the pandemic as Rick was looking for news. Elena 

volunteered her own story over Brandy Alexanders at the local 49er Saloon. 



• Her bar, Deepthroat WeHo, was poised to be the talk of LA; but the pandemic made 
quick work of that. It’s hard to run a karaoke bar from a zoom call on Dicks Street.  

• Elena moved back to Acton, a place she found before Los Angeles came calling. 
• Because of her spotlight on Acton News Tonight, she got her PPP loan pushed through.  
• Forever in Rick’s debt, she sees him like a Tiger Beat centerfold, often giving him salient 

advice that he refuses to take sitting down. 
 
Marjory Blick- Rick’s East Coast Buddy and Broadway Bombardier 
 

• Marjory was another friend-through-quarantine. A once-Broadway great accustomed to 
singing to packed houses, she was thrilled to borrow his audience of…twenty? 

• Marjory appreciated Rick’s work ethic and he inspired her to pick her own life back up. 
• She began an impromptu Broadway-on-the-Balcony series critics on her Upper East Side 

coop board deemed: “Completely Inappropriate for a tenant”. 
• She’s trying her own hand at the news and banked on her longstanding affair with Roger 

Ailes to secure a pundit spot on Fox. 
• She’s never seen a Balanciaga she didn’t like and assumes avocados cost $12. 

 
Kara Kinney- Rick’s Celebrity Friend (and Dollar Store Drew Barrymore) 
 

• Kara was a rare celebrity “get” for Rick during the pandemic, who had a soft spot for 
Acton public access because it’s all she could watch during her conservatorship. 

• Her career hit the skids when Rick let her read her kids book for charity on live air, 
sending her viral and revealing her nightmarish past. 

• She’s slowly spiraling downward and things speed up every time she sees Rick. 
 

P. Marvin Vaunn- Rick’s Other Nemesis (Uncloned) 
 
• Marvin is an inventor and con-man known for creating supplement 25-Hour-Energy. 
• He won the president’s favor during 2020, convinced he could cure the Coronavirus. 
• After a disastrous interview where Rick actually did his homework, Marvin was nearly 

killed on air taking his miracle cure- though it surely would have killed the virus, too. 
• Marvin has vowed to destroy Rick and is suing the City of Acton, Acton News Tonight, 

and all recording devices throughout history, for making him feel bad on the air. 
 
And while she will only ever cameo, the hole left by Maria still deserves attention: 
 
Maria Mejor- Rick’s Deus Ex Masochist 
 

• Maria ran Acton News Tonight before her departure, indulging in Rick’s hobby. 
• She doesn’t hate Rick, she just switched off after two maddening years together. 
• She left a work phone full of remote interviews behind, giving him that glimmer of hope. 
• She now runs Princesa Fiesta, an unlicensed Disney princess party company that grew 

out of hosting zoom calls in costume. 



PILOT 
 
I see the pilot dropping us into one of Rick’s long walks from his car. The gaslight is a foregone 
conclusion. He marches back once for his Discman, sweat beading on his forehead, but Dale 
won’t let him into the hardware store without a mask on. (“Rules is rules, Newsman.”) 
 
Back at the car again, his tires are gone without another car in sight. He makes it back to the 
store a second time, soaked in sweat, loading a red wagon with tires. When he asks Dale for 
gas, Dale reminds him: “This is a hardware store.” -but tows Rick’s car and lets him ride in back. 
 
We watch Rick bed down with Walter, wake up to his bizarre morning routine, and tape an 
Acton News Tonight, demonstrating his zeal for reporting despite his cramped little life. He 
signs off and immediately starts circling Help Wanted ads.  
 
After job interview bust after bust, Rick is stuck in the tourist soup of Hollywood Boulevard 
trying to remember where he parked. A street hustler with a sly approach compliments his suit 
and style, and Rick is so beguiled after a day of rejection, he doesn’t hear the pitch until the CD 
is in his hand. Walking away without enough money for gas to get home, he notices that the 
disc is not only blank- it’s still in the plastic. 
 
And music is important to this thing, by the way. I think music is as important a character in 
good comedy as any performer. But just as Rick seems like a man born outside of time, the 
music we pick should feel equally epic and out-of-time; and yes, I’m referencing Morris Day  
(as well as Huey Lewis, Sister Christian, Hall and Oates, and Bachman Turner Overdrive.) 
 
Here’s a little playlist I built hand in hand with the show, to run parallel with your reading: 
 
https://open.spotify.com/playlist/5ce42gAnXRxeqNlLsTgFZb?si=89b24786bd4842e5 
 
SEASON ONE IDEAS 
 
Moving into our first season, there are plotlines I used for the proof of concept series (Available 
here: www.instagram.com/pleasesendnews) that I think could still be well-expanded: 
 
CUPCAKES AND MERRIWEATHER- Rick lands a date with southern debutante Lucinda 
Merriweather- insistent on maintaining every rule from the pandemic. Every. Single. Rule. 
 
TOBLEROWNED- After a bad interview with Swiss virologist Luca Felder, Rick becomes the butt 
of international insult as he’s uploaded to YouTube in the EU as the “California News Idiot.” 
 
NAMASTAMY- Rick spends a day in the woods reconnecting to his spirit with Amethyst. They 
then get so lost it devolves into a two-person Lord of the Flies, but, you know, with flowers. 
 
KARAOKE TAKES HUEVOS- Rick attends a zoning meeting as Elena’s character witness in an 
attempt to reopen Deepthroat. A big, gay day in WeHo where Rick loosens his tie a little. 



 
A FALIMENTO FAMILY FORECAST- Rick goes home for a weekend and his parents habits are too 
close to the quick. One truly never knows what mysteries the weather holds…in Phoenix. 
 
BACK IN THE USSA- Rick accidentally uncovers a Russian sleeper agent in Acton, but gives her 
more than she ever could have hoped for while working covertly. 
 
THE KIDS AREN’T ALRIGHT- Maria’s west coast nephew BB Jones looks Rick up for help. Gig 
economy work isn’t all that it’s cracked up to be, but neither is unofficially adopting a zenial. 
 
PETTY IN PINK- Rick’s prank war with the Aubrey sisters escalates to involve the whole town. 
 
MERRY RICKMAS- Rick interviews Santa and finds out he may be selling Christmas to Jeff Bezos, 
so Rick busts up their union. 
 
RICK CHEWS THE SCENERY- Xander wrangles Rick a tryout for a daytime chat show on the Home 
and Holiday Network, only for Rick to be foiled by Xander 2, live in front of a studio audience.  
 
EVERYTHING OLD IS NEWS AGAIN- On track for a real broadcast audition, something shifts 
between Rick and Cassidy, and Rick begins to wonder whether finding good news is all there is. 
 
And one arc I’d like to see revisited every season is how infuriatingly close Rick gets to 
accomplishing his dream, only to have to backtrack or take cover as something resets the 
scoreboard. It’s no less unusual than losing two years to a surprise global pandemic. 
 
But in the end, I do see Rick getting his hard-won wish for national clout, which then naturally 
leaves him longing for the simpler days of public access. Rick doesn’t really want fame, of 
course- he wants the things he thinks will make him happy; which are always harder to find 
when you can’t that see you already are. 
 
I’m writing this show as much for my therapy as I am for America’s sanity. Please Send News 
ruminates on who we are beyond the pandemic; planting a wingtip in that “clamor back to life” 
many of us face, as we’re again being asked to run full-tilt at a world we know needs changing.  
 
It’s a salve for the 24-Hour news cycle and the anti “same-old-sitcom”, peppered with healthy 
cynicism and a shotgun blast of optimism- plus wit, wisdom, and a few dark-timeline celebrity 
cameos. There’s room for mythical characters like Santa, silly tangents, real news pros on a 
walk and talk, and real heart to heart moments about that thing that lives in all of us that begs 
us to chase what we love, before something glues us in place. 
 
The ‘American Dream’ Rick was raised to believe in may quite obviously now be a sham, but it’s 
the only world in which his dreams make sense—so that’s the world Rick lives in. We’ve all 
been Rick at some point. We always will. And the world will always need newsmen.  
 
They’re an American institution—no matter how long they’ve been left on the shelf.  


